BEST PRACTICES BRASS
INSTRUMENT EXTERIOR
•A
 lways wear clean, fresh, gloves (wash or replace as needed). DO NOT use gloves that could damage
the finish of the instrument (such as baseball batting gloves or any glove with rubber gripping material).
• L ightly wipe the entire instrument on a regular basis, especially after long rehearsal blocks, as perspiration will likely accumulate on it. Make sure to address sections used most often (valve casing, top caps).
•S
 ilver plated instruments do not have a lacquer finish, so use a silver polish cloth or a product like
Twinkle or Hagerty (with a cotton or flannel cloth) regularly. Simply apply and wipe off rather than rub
the product into the instrument.
•W
 hen not in use, the instruments should be kept in the case, or in a shady and protected area
whenever possible.

INSTRUMENT INTERIOR
• Clean horns are happy horns!
•P
 eriodically, remove ALL slides, valves, and bottom caps (placing them on a soft cloth in a safe
place), then swab each one individually with a clean cloth and apply fresh lubricant. This will greatly
cut down on stuck slides, valves, and most importantly, repair bills.
•R
 un warm water through the instrument (with all slides and valves still removed), and if possible,
use a snake to clean each stretch of tubing.
• Reassemble the instrument, good as new!

VALVES & SLIDES
• Valves need to be oiled daily. Failing to do so will allow water and grime to accumulate,
causing the valves to stick.
•D
 O NOT oil valves by applying oil through the bottom cap. Unscrew the valve, remove it, gently
wipe it down with a clean cloth, generously apply the oil, and replace the valve into the instrument.
•T
 uning slides need to be greased once a week (or as needed depending on use). Check if you see
grease on the tube, as a lack of lubrication allows moisture to become corrosion, which causes
slides to stick.

INTERVALS OF NON-USE
• I f the instrument will not be used for a longer period of time, it is important to FIRST do a good
cleaning before storing. In a bathtub or small kiddie pool, disassemble the instrument fully and
clean it, including all valves, slides, and bottom caps, with warm soapy water (using a mild dish
soap). Use a series of brushes and snakes to fully clean the inside of all slides, tubes, and valves.
Rinse EVERYTHING in clean water and DRY THOROUGHLY. The instrument needs to be BONE DRY
before reassembly. If any water or moisture is left inside the instrument, it WILL corrode. Once dry,
swab the casings and tubes one last time with a clean, cotton cloth (an old t-shirt works great),
then apply grease to the slides and install the pistons with NO valve oil (valve oil can evaporate
leaving residue on the pistons and causing them to malfunction and/or stick during future use).
• I f you follow these steps when storing your instrument, you should be able to take it out and have it
function just as well as when you put it away. This also gives the opportunity to see if there are any
serious repairs that will need the attention of a repair shop. Please keep in mind that this is not a
replacement for a proper chemical cleaning — but it will minimize the number of repair shop visits.
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